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Lick addresses budget crisis options
By Michelle Hikel
Staff Writer

Dale Lick talks to an audience at MCA about the state ofthe University's budget_ Lick promised fewer cuts
in academies,more in administration,but said some academic cuts are inevitable.(Photo by Scott LeClair.)

Despite budget cuts, ResLife
planning additions to services
By Marc Rancourt
Staff Writer
Despite budget cuts, Residential Life is planning additions to
student services for the 1991-92
academic year.
Cable TV, phones, and answering machines may be in the
future for University of Maine
students.
Scott Anchors, director of
Residential Life, said,"We have
tried to include the student's views.
People are really interested in the
changes."
The proposed changes are:
• Local dial tone services in
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each dorm room where the students will have to provide their
own phone.
• To accompany the phones,
the proposals include voice mail
for each on-campus student
through in-room telephone service.
"It's equivalentloan answering
machine,"Anchors said."You can
call off campus to see what messages you have. It ends the perpetual nobody answering the hall
phones."
The answering device is estimated to cost $20 per student, according to Anchors
Anchors said existing phones
in the dorms would be replaced by
pay phones.,
• Local and cable service in
each room where students will have
to provide their own television.
The cost of installing cable in
each room is estimated to be between $100,000 and $200,000,
according to Anchors.
Four disks will have to be installed on the UMaine campus for
the cable reception.
The operating cost for cable in
each room is estimated to be $40
per student,according to Anchors.
Both the $20 voice phone fee
and the $40cable fee are scheduled
to be included in room and, board
rates whether the student uses them
or not.
• Increased flexibility in meal
plan options is also planned. Access to UMaine cash operations
through the MaineCard is planned
to be built into all natal plaits.
• New student's and early arrivals will pay no additional charges

for room and board received prior
to the beginning of the semester.
• The opportunity to select a
MicroFridge for student rooms
with an additional fee assessment.
Anchors has met with residence
hall students to get their reaction to
See RESL1FE on page 12

"The nexttwo years will be hard,
but we will come out of it a better
university," said University of
Maine President Dale Lick during
his presentation ofthe92-93 biennium budget at the Maine Center for
the Arts Friday afternoon.
According to Lick,the Board of
'frustees budget request forthe 1992
:iscal you is $163.7 million. Gov.
McKernan's proposal for the university is$133.5 million,which Lick
said is "alisolutely devastating to
the university."
Though Lick said he hopes for
"possible revenue enhancements
from the state government," program cuts, tuition increases, and
postponed raises are inevitable.
"This means cutting people,
programs and services, as we did
this year," he said.
"Tuition will be raised by about
7 percent by next year," he said.
Already the university has cut
$5.8 million from its budget, and
200 positions have been eliminated.
Lick said a $5 million cut taken
on top of the $9.6 million cut already taken is very bad. He said
"salary increasesare already pushed
into next year."
Lick indicated it is pretty clear
the university will take a budget cut,
and there is no way ofgetting around
It.

He said the state government is
working hard to take as little cut as
possible to the university.
"The state legislature and the
governor have worked hard not to
take so much. They are good people
who realize they could devastate
their own state by cutting into higher education so deeply that they
cannot deliver the people needed
for the state's future," Lick said.
Lick said the university's top
priorities will be to maintain a strong
undergraduate program and a quality graduate educational and research
program.
"We will cutfrom academic and
research and public service programs less and from administration,
student affairs, president's office
more."
Lick said closing any of the
UMaine institutions would be devastating to the surrounding communities, and that it was unlikely.
Reconstructing the school year
to save on heating costs has also
been considered, but ruled out. He
said the money saved would not be
sukstantial.
Jason Bean, a junior business
major who attended the lecture,said
Lick's "priorities reflected what
most people are thinking,but how it
relates to the cuts isn't clear."
Bean also said he noticed small
numbers of students attending the
presentation, possibly due to bad
scheduling.

Budget cutting into Cutler services
By Bridget Super
Staff Writer
Budget reductions are being
considered for almost every department at the University of
Maine. Cutler Health Center is no
exception.
"The recommendationsthat thi..
team has made could save a minimum of $32,000," Mark Jackson,
director of Student Health services,said.
The major change in service
will be in the reduction of service
hours. Cutler will be open Monday through Friday from 8 a.m.
until 8 p.m.. Cutler will not be
open on the weekends.
Currently, Cutler is seeing an
average of 20 patients a day on
weekends
A 24-hour access to health services will be managed through a
telephone answering service, coordination with public safety and
residential life staffs, and cooperation with conununity health providers.
According to Jackson,students
who come to Cutler on the week-
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1
Dr. Mark Jackson discusses the impact of budget cuts on Cutler
Health Center.(Photo by Matt Sirianni.)
end are frustrated because they are students who are in urgent need of
sent to the hospital in the end be- I care after hours. Space would be
cause there is no nurse practitioner provided for 12 hours.
On average, one patient per
on duty.
"We hope to be able to coordi- night is in the infirmary.
Last semester, 5,000 students
nate something by which students
Cutler with 12,345 total visits.
used
can get to a hospital on the weekiscoming in 2-2.5times
student
"A
said.
Jackson
ends,"
Another change will be the per semester," Jackson said.
Students will have to begin
elimination of the infirmary. Jackson is proposing a renovation of paying for services which in the
past have been free. These servspace for two holding beds.
for
available
The beds would be
See CUTLER on page 12
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Three killed in Augusta private plane crash

AUGUSTA (AP) — Federal investigators Sunday were at the scene ofa plane crash
along a busy capitol fxxilevard trying to determine thecause ofa wreck that took the lives
of all three people aboard.
But even some basic details - including
whether the plane was landing or taking off
from the Augusta State Airport about a mile
away - remained a mystery.
Meanwhile, police identified the victims
ofthe Saturday afternoon crash as Richard A.•
Mathieu,46,and his wife Stephanie,33,both
of Readfield,and Barry K. Woodward,30,of
Washington,Maine.The Mathieus weredead
at the scene and Woodward died at Kennebec

Valley Medical Center in Augusta.
Police did not indicate which of the
three was the pilot,saying that information
would be forthcoming from a federal investigation
Officialsfrom the National Transportation Safety Board and Federal Aviation
Administration were at the scene trying to
determine the cause, FAA duty officer
Claudio Gualco said Sunday.
Police said thesingle engine airplane hit
trees and electrical wires before it slammed
into a building that houses the Kennebec
Valley Community Action Program.
The Cessna 172 was registered to the

Civil Air Patrol, said Augusta Police U. Greg
Locsin.
"We don't know if the plane was running at
the time" of the crash, Locsin said. He said
authorities were trying to confirm witnesses'
accounts that the plane's engine died shortly
before the crash.
Ronald L. Roy, director of the state's Air
Transportation Division,said Sunday"we don't
really know"whether the plane wastaking offor
landing at the time of the crash. He said that
information was not readily available because
the Augusta airport does not staff its control
tower full-time.
The plane's nose crashed through the wall of

the blue, L-shaped building along Augusta's
Western Avenue,which is lined with shopping
centers and fast-food restaurants. The rear of
the plane protruded from the building, which
was not occupied at the time The crash site is
only a few dozen yards from some homes.
Barry Valentine, general manager of the
Portland International Jetport, said the plane
had been participating in Civil Air Patrol
practice missions out of Portland
Valentine said he had flown the plane
hours before it was returned to Augusta. "I
feel terrible about it," Valentine said. He said
the knew the victims, but declined to release
their names.

Black leaders welcome most, not all, of DeKl

By Tom Cohen
Associated Press Writer

"We still have no vote. The state organs
are still dominated by whites," he told a
news conference. Because of that, he said,
JOHANNESBURG, South Africa (AP) sancti
ons against South Africa should
— Black leaders welcomed President F.W. contin
ue.
de Klerk's plan to eliminate apartheid laws
Mandela also said de Klerk's speech
but complained Saturday that his speech to failed
to rnention freeing political prisodoParliament ignored major issues obstructing ers,
allowing the return of exiles and retalks on a constitution.
pealing security laws.
The speech Friday drew international
Those three issues were part of the
praise and appealsfrom Britain,Australia and Pretor
ia Minute the government and the
the European Community for a review of ANC
signed last August. It wasconsidered
sanctions imposed against South Africa to a
breakthrough in talks aimed at ending
protest apartheid.
white minority rule.
At home,though,opposition groupsfrom
In the Pretoria Minute, the ANC conboth ends of the political spectrum found ceded
to a government demand to suspend
aspects to criticize.
its ineffective armed struggle, and the two
African National Congress leader Nelson sides agree
d to forge pians for rele.asing
Mandela said de Klerk showed courage in politic
al prisoners and returning exiles.
proposing the removal of all apartheid legisThe government also agreed to review
lation, but that the apartheid system remained securi
ty legislation to"ensure free political
in place.
activity and with the View to introducing

amending legislation" at the Parliament ses.sion
that opened Friday. Under security laws,police
can detain suspects indefinitely.
ANC leaders have complained the government has been slow in meeting its agreements.
They say hundreds of political prisoners remain
in jail and thousands ofexilesstiII wait to return
' Mandela, calling security laws the "most
obstinate obstacle to free political activity,"said
de Klerk's omissions "suggest a reluctance on
the government's pan to relinquish the inordinate powers it wields in terms of these laws."
"This underscores the urgency of the installation ofan interim government,reflective ofall
political forces in our country," he said.
De Klerk has steadfastly rejected demands
from the ANCand other black opposition groups
for an interim governnrnt and a freely elected
constituent assembly tcr draft a new constitution.
On Friday, the president endorsed a multiparty conference to set up constitutional negotiations, but said the government would remain

erk plan

in power until a new constitution was drafted.
Clarence Makwetu,leader of the militant
Pan Africanist Congress,said in a statement
Saturday the government was"determined to
be in full charge ofthe process ofchange,thus
excluding the democratic participation of the
people."
The pro-apartheid Conservative Party,
whose members walked out of„Parliament
when de Klerk announced plans to eliminate
apartheid laws,called the president a traitorto
white South Africans.
A right-wing extremist group applauded
the Conservative party's actions and said it
should quit Parliament to helpform a separate
state for Afrikaners, the Dutch-descended
settlers of South Africa.
In his speech, de Kink said the government would propose scrapping the last three
pillars ofapartheid: the Group Areas Act,the
Land Acts, and the Population Registration
Act.
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Fire destroys city block

Fleet Bank offices open

BERLIN,N.H.(AP)— Inspectorsfrom
AUG USTA(AP)— Branch offices of
the state Fire Marshal's office on Sunday the
closed Maine Savings Bank reopened
poked through the ruins of a city block Satur
day, operated by Fleet Bank of
destroyed by a fire of unknown cause.
Maine, where it was business as usual for
Cleanup crews removed debris and custo
mers.
cleared away ice-covered Main Street after
Outside some branch offices, work
the spectacular fire in sub-zero weather crews
hastily changed signs to advertise
destroyed four downtown buildings and
the change in management
threatened others.

Author assitant teacher

Stale employee harassed

CONCORD, N.H. (AP) — A state
ST. PETERSBURG,Fla.(AP) — Author James Michener, who summers in Liquor Commission employee has filed a
Maine and winters in Florida,is ending his federal lawsuit against the commission,
first stint as a teaching assistant at Eckerd claiming that not only was she harassed
College,and both he and his students can't sexually but also suffered retaliation for
reporting the violations.
wait until he comes back
Barbara Mills of Epsom alleges that
Michener and his wife Man moved to
the Eckerd campus last fall and plan to male employees in the state liquor store
spend each October through February here on the northbound side of Interstate 93 in
as part of the school's Academy of-Senior Hooksett sexually harassed her and other
women for two years and her complaints
Professionals.
led the men to retaliate.

Potatoes quarantined
AUGUSTA(AP) — Maine is slapping House downs
budget
a quarantine on potatoesfrom twoCanadian
AUGUSTA(AP) — A weekend budprovinces, saying they may carry a virus getvote by the Maine House falling short
capable of infecting potato and tobacco of
the two-thirds needed for enactment
crops on the American side of the border. conti
nues a partisan impasse over how to
"Until I am convinced that federal au- close a
fiscal 1991 budget gap pegged at
thorities have a handle on this situation, 1 more
than $160 million
feel it is prudent to protect Maine's interThe House votes followed nearly five
ests through the establishment ofthis quar- hours
of debate. Representatives rejected
antine," state Agriculture Commissioner a Repub
lican budget plan and gave preBernard Shaw said as he took the emergency limin
ary approval to the Democratic
action.
version Saturday night.

Antibiotics advancing
WEST HAVENS,Conn.(AP) — Antibiotics as treatment for infectious diseases were
cited as the greatest advance in modern medicine by doctors in a survey sponsored by
Miles Inc. Pharmaceutical Division.
Quinolones,a new class ofantibiotics, was
chosen among the leading advances in antibiotics within the last five years. Of those physicians familiar with quinolones, 77 percent
said these agents are extremely or highly
successful in treating infections diseases.

Plane crash kills 33
LOS ANGELES (AP) — An air traffic
controller allowed a small commuter plane
onto a runway and then cleared a jetliner to
land on the same runway before the planes
collided, killing as many as 33 people,federal.
officials said Saturday
A tape ofair traffic control communication
has a voice saying,"What the hell," just moments before controllers are heard on the tape
acknowledging knowing about the collision,
said Jim Burnett, National Transportation
Safety Board spokesman.

Teachers give up raises

Debris to hit Earth
MOSCOW(AP)— Piecesofthe Soviet
Union's40-ton Salyut space station and an
attached spacecraft will fall to Earth on
WednesdayorTh ursday,butit is not known
where they'll hit, a newspaper reported
Saturday.
Although most of the Salyut-7 space
station and an attached Cosmos-1686cargo
ferry will burn up in the atmosphere,a piece
weighing about3tonsisexpected tosurvive
and strike the Earth. Other mailer pieces.
also are expected tosurvive the atmosphere.

0

Mainers show support
AUGUSTA (AP) — Scores of flagwaving demonstrators gathered in front of
the State House Saturday to show support
for U.S. troops in the war against Iraq
As demonstrators wearing yellow ribbons played tapes of patriotic music and
hoisted placards, many of the passing motorists honked their horns and showed the
thumbs-up sign to show support for those
gathered under sunny skies.

Bus accident kills one
JouErr,Pa.(AP)— A buscarrying a

CONCORD, N.H. (AP) — Teachers in high
school drill team plunged over a
several New Hampshire school districts are
mountainside embankment Saturday, killgiving up some oftheir raises next year to help
ing one adult and injuring 25 other people,
their communities deal with the deepening
authorities said.
recession.
The chartered bus lost control as it travUnions in the Campton,Lafayette Regional eled
on U.S.209 near this eastern Pennsyland Wolfeboro districts have reopened convania town and slid 150 feet down an emtracts to give back parts of their raises for
bankment,said State Police Cpl. Leonard
1991-92.
Nebistinslci. The bus remained upright.
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UMaine employee remembered by those she served

By Jess Carpenter
Staff Writer

Some people you meet are soon forgotten, while others will be remembered forever.
Jean Sherwood,an employee ofthe University of Maine for 21 years,is one ofthose
who will not be forgotten. She passed away
on Jan. 24 after an eight year struggle with
cancer.
For those who knew her,Sherwood was
a friend. Someone they could turn to for
comfort and advice. To others, she was
merely the maid or receptionist.
Sherwood was the maid in Estabrooke
Hall for 18 years before the cancer forced
her into a new line of work. In 1987, she

became the receptionist of Gannett Hall
where slii` remained until budget cuts eliminated the position this fall.
Jeff Harris, resident director of Gannett,
believes working was good for Sherwood.
"I think working was therapy for her,"
Harris said. "She always had an ear to
listen."
"Her presence wassuch a positive thing,"
He added.
•
Karen Doughty, a resident of Gannett,
remembers Sherwood as a"mom away from
home."
"She was somebody you could complain
to and knew they would listen," Doughty said.
"If you were homesick,"she said. "You
could count on Jean to cheer you up. She
was kind of like my Dorm-Mom."

"She reminded me exactly of my grandmother," said Randy Hebert, a resident of
Gannett who used to talk to Sherwood all the
time.
Although Sherwood's battle with cancer
lasted roughly eight years, no one would
ever know she was sick.
"Jean smiled all the time," Harris said.
"She never let on how sick she was."
Beth Kelton, a three year resident of
Gannett,remembers Sherwood never complained about being sick.
"Even though she was really sick she
never mentioned it,"Kelton said."She would
always go out of her way to make people
happy."
Harris remembers Sherwood as always
giving of herself for others.

"One Christmas we donated toys to the
Salvation Army," Harris said. "Jean sat in
the office and knitted mittens for the box."
Sherwood's good deeds and activities
were not limited to the office.
"On her way home from work one night
she gave me a ride to the garage to pickup my
truck," said Hebert. "Her house was in the
opposite direction from the garage."
"Those who didn'treally know Jean don't
miss her," Harris said. "Her presence wasso
positive."
Although Sherwood no longer works at
U Maine,she is definitely not forgotten. People In Gannett (PIG) has voted to hang a
plaquefor Sherwood outside the receptionist
office. The plaque says the office will be
forever known as "Jean's Office."

Pepsi beats Coke in cola war at University of Maine
By Michael Reagan
Staff Writer

to get both Pepsi and Coke fountains at
UMaine to give students more of a choice,
according to Rog, but it was not able to be
University of Maine dining commons arranged between the distributors
and other on-campuseateries have made the
The new Pepsi soda fountains have six
switch to Pepsi, and along with the change fountain heads instead of the five on Coke
has come bigger, brighter soda fountains.
machines,and each unit has an ice dispensPepsi-Cola East of Brewer, Maine, out- er.
bid Coca-Cola Bottling of Bangor for a
There are also lighted Pepsi signs on
three-year contract for providing carbonat- each fountain as well, which are meant to
ed beverages to UMaine dining services, make them look better, according to Tom
according to Donna Rog, Residential Life Collins, on-premise sales manager of Pepsi
Dining Services buyer.
East.
"This is the first time in a number of
"We're definitely seeing on the fountain
years that Pepsi has been offered in cafete- side what's been seen with the vending
rias on campus," she said.
machines," he said,", making fountain maThe choice of Pepsi over Coca-Cola had chines look more exciting."
to nothing to do with any student protests
The Pepsi fountains are the latest modover Coca-Cola's investment in South Afri- els, because ResLife specifically requested
ca, however. "No one has come in and ice dispensers in the contract and only the
indicated that was a concern," she said.
newest models had them, Collins said.
ResLife Dining Services had beentrying
The marketfor the carbonated beverages

MENDROS
LITTLEFIELD
•

STOPPED CAMPUS
TOWING

may continue to grow along with the founUMaine "will probably end up being our
tains,since soda has been experiencing con- largest single customer," Collins said. Pepsi
tinued growth over the past decade,accord- East also provides fountain services to Husing to Collins. "Carbonated beverages are son College,Maine Maritime Academy,and
the number one consumed beverage in the many local high schools.
country," he said.
Judith Wood, assistant dining services
He cited a statistic that said the average manager at Hilltop Cafeteria, said student
American drinks 43 gallons of carbonated reaction to the new machines and new beverbeverages per year.
ages has been positive.
At UMaine, statistics on student beverShe said a lot of students like the new
age consumption help support the ones giv- machines because of the six fountain heads
en by Collins. According to figures given instead of five,as well as the ice dispensers.
by Rog,5,000 gallons ofcola,2,700 gallons
"They don't have to take extra steps for
of diet cola, 100 gallons of ginger ale, 25 the ice cubes," she said.
gallons of grape soda,2,000 gallons of lemCoke lovers still have the opportunity to
on-lime soda, 600 gallons of orange soda, buy their favorite beverage at vending maand 700 gallons of root beer were drunk by chines across campus,but that may change
students from campus soda fountains last next year if Pepsi East wins the contract for
year.
vending machines.
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Business building to be completed next fall
By Paul Fick
Staff Writer
The University of Maine College of Business Administration,which is presently experiencing overcrowding, will soon be relocating to a new building slated for completion by
the fall of 1992.
The Donald P.Corbett BusinessBuilding,
named after the late member of the class of
1934 who donated $1 million for its construction, will be the new.home for the college.
The new building, financed by a $6 million bond issue and the private contribution of
$1 million, will "hopefully" be completed by
October of 1992, according to Earl Beard,
professor ofmathematics and chairman ofthe
building committee for the project.
"We're hoping to break ground in late
spring, most likely May,after this semester is
over,so as notto interfere with the students on
campus," Beard said.
Beard indicated that construction would
continue throughout the 1991-92 academic
year.
The new building will be located between
Shibles Hall and Murray Hall. It will house
the offices,computer labs,and classrooms of
the College of Business Administration, as
well as a 350-seat lecture hall for general
university use, four large tiered classrooms,
two 30-seat classrooms,an atniim-style conference room,and several smaller rooms designed to accommodate seminars and classes
In a press release, W. Stanley Devino,
dean ofthe College of Business Administration,said the building will give the College of
Business Administration "a much stronger
identity on campus".

—.am=

Proposed College of Business Administration, scheduled for completion in 1992. The building will be named after Donald P.
Corbett, a UMaine alumnus, who donated $1 million for the building.
According to Virginia Gibson, associate
professor of business administration and a
member of the building committee, the college, which has outgrown its facilities in
South Stevens,will notshare its facilities with
another department.
Currently,the collegeshares South Stevens
with the Department of Anthropology. This
has caused problems with the college, which
has over 1,000 undergraduate majors. Overcrowded classes and long registration lines
have become a common sight
According to Gibson, the bond issue for

the proposed building was approved in November 1987, and the building committee
wasformed in January 1988. Beard,who was
also involved in the construction of Neville
Hall several years ago, was recently asked to
head the building committee after the previous chair resigned.
The building, which is designed for effi-

ciency, will use existing steamlines for heating. The parking lot,which will be eliminated
by the construction of the building, will be
replaced by a new parking lot located where
the overflow lot currently is.
The architect for the design of the new
building is Cambridge Seven Associates of
Cambridge,Mass.

Volunteer to write for The Maine Campus.
Contact Carl Clay @ 1270

Cj
CUTE
PRESIDENT

A PROVEN STUDENT
LEADER

SHE HAS A HISTORY OF
FIGHTING FOR YOU
CJ has been representing your interests for the past three years. As a
student member of the Faculty Senate, she worked to guarantee that
Greek life issues on campus are represented fairly. When the Faculty
Senate wanted to eliminate Maine Day, she fought to keep it -- and it
happened.' As Chair of the Academic Affairs Committee, she worked.
with the administration to enforce final exam and student evaluation
policies. She has worked with-the Faculty Senate and within the Student
Government to ensure that budget cuts do not affect the academic

As Chair of the Student Affairs Committee Andy successfully pushed the
administration. to stop towing cars parked in improper lots. He took the
initiative and pulled Student Legal Services, Commuter Services, Off
Campus Board and the General Student ,Senate together to confront and
tackle off-campus housing issues. As a member of the Executive Budgetary
Committee of Student Government, he has worked to ensure that the
student's money is spent responsibly and equitably. He has promoted
recycling on campus: As President Pro-Tern of the GSS, he has proven his

integrity of,the University and will continue to do so as president.

ability to run Senate effectively and will continue to do so as vice-president.

TOGETHER THEY WILL...

lators to minimize the effects of the budget cuts on our

• Confront issues of lighting and rape awareness.
• Organize cabinet, committees, and boards to be more
productive. •
• Promote interaction between students, Dining Services, and
Residential Life to provide better services.
• Encourage the administration to directly interact with the
students on a continual basis.

academic programs.

• Keep politics out of Student Government!

• Make the Student Government more accessible to the student
body by creating a Student Government newsletter,
encouraging greater student involvement, and writing letters
to the Maine Campus to keep student informed of our
progress.
-• Work closely with the administration, faculty, and state legis-

PUT

THEIR

EXPERIENCE

TO

WORK

FOR

YOU!

••••••••••••••••••••••
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Yellow ribbons
wrapped in support
By Karen Schwartz
Associated Press Writer
PROVIDENCE,R.I.(AP)— The yellow
sprouted early this year. But the bouquets
were not signs ofa spring come early,rather
a somber reminder of a country at war.
In cities and towns across the nation,
yellow ribbons flutter from lampposts and
bows of yellow adorn front doors like
Christmas wreaths gone awry.
"Supporting our troops should al ways be
uppermost in our minds," Mayor Daniel E.
Hogan,ofFall River,Mass.,said at a ribbontying ceremony last month."Yellow ribbons
will serve as a reminder."
The symbol has aroused controversy as
well. A Pennsylvania hospital has barred
employees from decorating with yellow
ribbon. A Rhode island columnist calls them
"flowers of fascism." A Florida store manager fired an employee for wearing a ribbon
in violation of company policy, but the decision wasreversed by embarrassed company
executives.
The yellow ribbon's current statu as a
token of support for U.S. soldiers overseas
seems unassailable, but it is far from clear
how the symbol originated.
"We've searched books on American
lore and symbols and found nothing" explaining its origin, said Barbara Cook, a
reference librarian at the Providence Public
Library.
The Archive of Folk Song in the Library
of Congress has been responding to inquir-

ies with a six-page reprint ofa 1981 newsletter that attempts to outline the beginnings of
the tradition.
It cites a number of possibilities, from
the 1973song,"Tie a Yellow Ribbon Round
the Ole Oak Tree," popularized by the group
Tony Orlando and Dawn,to the 1949 John
Wayne movie,"She Wore a Yellow Ribbon."
Yellow ribbons last lined the nation's
streets 10 years ago, when 52 American
hostages returned after 444 days ofcaptivity
in Iran.
That phenomenon was likely triggered
by Penne Laingen,wife ofex-hostage Bruce
Laingen, who tied a large yellow ribbon
around a tree in front oftheir Bethesda,Md.,
home,Parsonssaid. Mrs. Laingen said at the
time that the idea came to her spontaneously,
"to give people something to do."
She was inspired by a song written by
Irwin Levine and L. Russell Brown, which
tells of a convict riding a bus home after
three years in prison. He has written his
sweetheart telling her to tie a yellow ribbon
around a roadside oak tree if she wants him
back. Sure enough,the ribbon is there.
Levine said he and Brown based the
song on a story Brown heard in the Army in

When the "Authorities" don't
play fair, we even up the odds.
Off Cam us

On Cam us
Stodder
Penobscot
Kennebec
Hancock
Aroostook
Gannett
Knox
York
Somerset
Dunn
Hart
York Village
Cumberland
Corbett
Balentine-Colvin
East Campus
South Campus

Charlene Bell
Casey K. Brown
C. J. Cote
Donovan E. Deakin
Diane Dostie
Andrew Favreau
Sarah Foster
Tracy Galucki
Frank Giannini
John C. Lee, Jr.
Jen Maqson
Kristy Riedhammer
Brynn Riley
Michael Taylor
Jamie White
Brent Littlefield
Alicia Rogers

James Ackor
Stephen C. Amen
Jeff Barker
Amy Bither
David Boyington
Joe Campbell
Michael Chelidona
Dave Desmond
Sean Dunleavy
Derik Goodine
Rachel Huard
Rick Jackson
Mary Alice Johnson
Brian Lajoie
Sieve Le Vasseur

Brendan Macaulay
Kurt Meletzke
Angela Mini
Derrick Nowak
Brian Page
Brian Pike
LeAnn Pinkham
Bill Reed
Michael Reinsboro
Jenine D. Serviolo
Nicholas Sherman
Chris Smeriglio
Ethan Strimling
Brian Turner

Fraternity
Kevin Walsh
Daniel Veilleux

Seats A ailable
If interested in a seat, see Stavros Mendros
Vice President, Student Government Office
Third floor of the Student Union
General Student Senate
iesdays 6:00 MO NviHe

the 1960s.
The movie"She Wore a Yellow Ribbon"
popularized another song. "(Round Her
Neck) She Wore a Yellow Ribbon." According to Parsons, that song can be traced
back to a 1917 composition by George A.
Norton,called"Round Her Neck She Wears
a Yellow Ribbon."
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Hedges delights MCA audience with guitars
was his third appearance at MCA.

By Kristy Marriner
Staff Writer
Michael Hedges entertained a responsive audience Saturday night at the Maine
Center for the Arts with a combination of
humor and superb musical talent.
Hedges is best known for exploring all
the capabilities of the acoustic guitar. He
brings to life many styles of music, anned
with only the guitar he calls Barbara,"because we both grew up in bars together."
Hedges entertained the sold-out crowd
with a wide variety of music, everything
from slow instrumental pieces to his own
rendition of Neneh Cherry's "Buffalo
Stance,"
Though he is best known for his virtuoso
guitar playing, Hedges is also an accomplished singer and songwriter. He has studied classical guitar and electronic music,
and has earned a degree in composition from
the Peabody Conservatory in Baltimore. This

Hedges played a variety of pieces from
his new album Taproot, which he de-scribes
as an "autobiographical myth."
The inspiration for thisalbum came when
he was writing his autobiography in his
journal. "I got bored and started changing

During the performance Hedgesstopped
between songs to explain what he was feeling when he wrote each one. His comments
were just as entertaining as the music was.

things," he said.
One of the pieces Hedges performed
from the album was entitled "The Road to
Return." It was a slow and inspirational
song about reflection. Another favorite was
"You Can Have What You Want," which
combined impressive guitar playing with
inspiring lyrics.
Hedges moved around stage expressing
himself by jumping and dancing. The audience also got into the music by cheering
enthusiastically and shouting out requests
between selections. "Good thing I know all
those," Hedges said, showing a sense of

Most impressive was the instrument he
called the "electric harp guitar." It is an
interesting guitar with the regular six string
neck with a set of five bass strings running
tangent to them. The sounds it produced
were beautiful and completely unique.
Hedges uses a great variety of slow and
fastsections and surprise changes within his
songs. His use ofdynamics also adds a great
deal to the music.
It seemed incredible that so many different sounds could be produced by a single

humor

Vyroo

acoustic guitar.
The audience loved Hedges original music which he classified as"heavy mental"or
just "wacko wacko music."
They also enjoyed his versions of popular songs,such as "She Drives Me Crazy,"
by the Fine Young Cannibals. "She Drives
Me Crazy" was done in a humorousfashion,
with Hedges encouraging audience participation that kept everyone laughing. The
lyrics were borrowed, but the song was
completely unique.

Michael Hedges appeared at the Maine
Center for the Arts Saturday,entertaining the audience with his unique brand of
"heavy mental" music.
Hedges was outstanding in all of his
music because of his originality. His greatest performances were the instrumental
pieces that displayed his creativity and his
expert knowledge of the acoustic guitar.

Learn to fly...

r

4

/

If ANY
student club
or organization is
interested in
participating in
a real fundraiser,
contact the student
government office
for details
concerning
the minibucks
lottery.

-It's enjoyable
-A sense of accomplishment
-It's a challenge

Come fly with me942-4065
Thorn Brown, Maine '88

AVAILABLE FOR RENT FEBRUARY 1st

Hubbard Farms call 884-7464

43-CODCI3
4)-

581-1775
$$ $$$$$$$, $$$$$$

•2 bedroom/one bath
•luxurious rental units
Amenities include:
sky lights, fireplaces, private
washers and dryers, microwaves,
private deck, etc.
with 1/2 mile of campus• private
setting

$775/month heat included
Now accepting applications for
Fall semester
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Maine Bound offers kayak challenges
By Colin Anderson
Staff Writer
If you are already thinking offun in the sun
forthisspnng,picture yourselfshooting down
the white water of a northern Maine river in a
plastic kayak
"It's not the safest thing I've ever done,
but it's definitely one of the most fun," said
Hooper Snow,oneoflast fall's Maine Bound
kayaking trip participants.
Every fall and spring,Maine Bound sponsors trips for the beginner and intermediate
kayaker. The first trip takes place over the

April 26-28 weekend,and is designed for the
beginner as well as the "I'd never thought I'd
be kayaking" kayaker
The first day of the trip is spent on a lake
learning the basic techniques and safety used
in kayaking. The second day is on the river.
"Justafterthe first day you feel safe enough
with what your doing to have fun with it,
although it can still get a little scary at timers,"
Snow said.
Last fall's trip took place two hours north
of campus, past Millinocket on the West
Branch of the Penobscott River. Two
American Canoe Association certified kayak

instructors taught a group of six.
Rapids are classified on a scale from one
to five. Participants spent the first days on
class one and two rapids, and by the last day
had the chance o try class three rapids They
slept in tents at a nearby campground,sharing
in the cooking and other chores.
There are many opportunities in the area
for people to get a head start on basic kayaking
techniques. Kayak instruction clinics and
open pool practice sessions are offered at the
Old Town pool.
A trip for intermediate and up kayakers is
being planned for Spring Break in Southern

Appalachia. Kayakers will paddle the rivers
of Georgia,Tennessee,and North and South
Carolina. Possible rivers are the Nantahala,
French Broad,Chattoga and many others.
A three day trip on May 2-5 will be going
to the West Branch of the Penobscot for
intermediates.
"People from out of state and Mainers
both should take advantage of this experience. I'm sure they won't regret it," Snow
said.
Interested kayakers should stop by the
Maine Bound office in the Memorial Union
for more information.

USX, Steelworker's union strike a deal
its steel mills, coke plants and ore mines.
The proposed contract - announced at 1 striking."
USX finally agreed to inform the SteelThe negotiations covered workers in
a.m. Sunday, about an hour after a strike
of anyone's bid to buy the steel
workers
Illinois,
Indiana,
deadline - runs for three years, raises pay Pennsylvania, Ohio,
operations.
Alabama.
and
Minnesota
Michigan,
PITTSBURG (AP) — USX Corp. and $2.50an hour and includes$3,250in bonusThe union then could "analyze and deUnion President Lynn Williamssaid that
the United Steelworkers union on Sunday es, union negotiator Andrew Palm told a
announced a tentative three-year contract, news conference. Average base pay in the with 1 1/2 hours left until the midnight termine if we want to make a bid on that
deadline, one issue remained on the table: property,"said Bernard Kleiman,the union's
averting a strike by 20,000 workers in the old contract was $10.84 an hour.
fate of union members should USX sell general counsel
the
USX negotiator Thomas Sterling called
Great Lakes region and Alabama after two
of
goal
the
achieves
that
the pact"a fair one
days of extended bargaining.
Presidents of 27 locals could vote on the serving the interests of the company and its
pact Monday or Tuesday, union officials people in a tough global steel market."
V.P. Student Government
USX said it wouldn't give full details of
said. It then must be approved by the union's
international board and its members who the deal until United Steelworkers of Amerwork at USX,the nation's largest steelmak- ica union members reviewed it.
There were two 24-hour extensions of
er
10 semesters in Senate
"There is still more paperwork and more the original strike deadline of midnight
meetings and a lot of work to finish, but I Thursday.
"We knew that in those two extra days
think it's a good agreement and the negotiators did a tremendousjob,"said Don Conn, that we were boring in on something. We
president ofLocal 2227and the USX plan in could smell it," Palm said. "Anybody can
strike, but we felt we could do this without
Dravosburg,Pa.
y Jeffrey Bair
Associated Press Writer

"Who has Leadership Experience?"

"Who Already had the Knowledge?"

Who has a Proven Record of Results?

Mendrosaittlefield

Applications are being
accepted for

1

Treasurer of
Student Government
(1 semester of accounting
recommended)

•
•

Do You Want to Live in :

Doris Twitchell Allen
Village
Fall 1991?
Sign-up Procedure Begins
Feb 4.
Pick Up Applications at

This is a paid position
Pick up applications in
Student Government Office
3rd Floor Memorial Union
or call 581-1775.

the West,- East, or South Campus office,
or at
the Central office in Estabrooke Hall.

All applications must be returned by
4:30pm on Feb 15 to East Campus Office.

Open House at Doris Twitchell Allen
Village Feb 4, 5, 11, 13 from 4-5 pm.
If you have special physical needs please contact East
Campus office(4800). Doris Twitchell Allen Village has been
• specially designed to accommodate physically disabled
•
• students.
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Editorial
We support Whetstone

L

YOUR HANDY MORAL DONOR CARD

ast Friday,this newspaper reported on the censure
of Whetstone, a publication of the Off-Campus Board, by
The Ellsworth American, the plant where Whetstone is
printed.
The problem was two cartoon panels by artist Steve
Kurth, who also does the "Lunch" panel which runs in this
publication. It appears his"My Life of Crime" series finally
ran him into some real-world trouble.
The two panelsfeatured the consumption ofhuman urine
and the effects of venereal disease as topics, illustrated in
such a fashion as to be offensive to the staff of The Ellsworth
American.
Whetstone went ahead and had the issue printed, we
presume by another firm. We salute Whetstone's decision.
We have tremendous respect for Kurth and Whetstone.
We have tremendous respect for the First Amendment. And,
whereas we have censured one Kurth comk in the past
(because it was potentially libelous), we feel strongly that
Whetstone made the right choice printing these Kurth cartoons through another printer.
It is true we would not print the two Kurth comics
censured by The Ellsworth American in this newspaper. But
the missions of Whetstone and The Maine Campus are different.
Whetstone is about art, off-campus student issues, literature,and the like. As such,Kurth is an excellent choice of
panelist for that publication. Whetstone always has(and, we
hope, always will) taken chances and pushed the limits.
As such, we salute Whetstone for having the courage to
do what they ultimately judged to be right.(DHV)

Care needed for cuts

Y

ou, a student at the University of Maine, have to
sign up for classes. You have chosen all but one class, which
you need to take this semester because it is offered only
every other semester,and it is a prerequisite tofuture classes.
Here's the catch. Yet another budgetcrush has devastated
the state of Maine, and in turn, the UMaine System has to
suffer its own financial cuts. And, of course, a substantial
chunk of the cuts weighs heavily in the hands of the Orono
campus.
Consequently at UMaine,academic programs have been
and will be cut, more professors will be dismissed,as well as
other staff and administrators.
Remember that class you wanted to take? Now, it is
offered every other year,instead ofevery othersemester,and
it has been turned into a class of 350 students. Chances are
even greater that you will not get that class.
In an "urgent meeting" last Friday, President Lick addressed approximately 300 students,staff and faculty at the
Maine Center for the Arts. He said academic affairs was to
receive 48 percent of any cutbacks. He said carelessness in
cuts will have extreme negative effects for the future of
UMaine.
Special care and attention is needed here. No one can
predict the future,but if anyone can shed light on what could
happen, Lick is the person to whom we can turn for help.
Listen to him.
So,what does a student do when he or she cannot sign up
for a class? Ask around. If not many students know the
answer to this, wait a semester and ask them again — if they
are still here.(ECH)
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Our letter policy explained

There seemsto be a great deal of
confusion regarding this newspaper's policy on letters to the Editor
and guest columns, so, in order to
help alleviate some of the confusion,lam starting this first of what
may becomeseveral"ombudsman"
columns.
Most ofthe confusion regarding
letters and guest columns is our
length requirement. Currently, we
are requesting that letters be no
more than 250 words long.
Many people point out (quite we consider intimately aware of
correctly) that we have run letters an issue. As a result, this tends to
considerably longer than 250 words be campus leaders or faculty
in the past. However, this tended members who are well -versed in a
to allow time and attention to people specific subject. Guest columns
who were wordy, not people who are often accepted and sometimes
were making a good point.
solicited. You need to speak with
Perhaps this is problematic of me or the Editor to submit a guest
an academic setting in which one is column.
told to write to a certain length,not
Letters and guest columns are
until their point has been made Be taken on a first-come,first-served
that as it may, we have instituted a basis. Therefor,the sooner a letter
210-word limit for two reasons: to gets to us,the sooner we can print
allow all persons equal space and it. Because we tend to get backopportunity for commentaiy, and logged with letters (we have just
to eliminate the lengthy diatribes managed to clear out our files towhich had previously been char- day), we cannot guarantee a date
acteristic of the Response page.
of publication for letters or colSo far, we believe the 250-word (MRS.
limit has been quite effective in
All letters and columns must be
accomplishing both ends.
typed or neatly printed in ink.
As many of you will notice by Pencil erases,smudgesand smears
reading today's letters, the 250- easily,and,as such,leaves us with
wOrd limit is not absolute. But,the a potential liability problem.
closer you get to 250 words, the
All letters should carry your
lesis editing your letter will under- town of residence. If you mail a
go!
letter, leave a number for us to
At the end of this paragraph, call; if you deliver the letter by
yon will have read 240 words. hand,bring your UMaine ID. We
We've said a lot in a small space. need to confirm your
identity,
Guest columnsare considerably again for liability reasons.
longer(about 750 words), and are
We do not accept anonymous
theopinions and insights of persons letters or columns for any
reason.

Doug
Vanderweide

Cynic's
Corner

We believe that any person who
wants to offer an opinion needs to
be prepared to defend their views,
and identifying one's self is part of
that defense.
Of course, we have to reserve
the right to edit, accept, or reject
any submission to this publication.
Editing for libel, newsworthiness,
taste,spelling,grammar and length
are all reasons for reserving these
rights.
We do not accept letters promoting specific events or activities, even if they are for non-profit
operations or for charity.
We do not accept these letters
for two reasons: we cannot justify
giving what equates as a "free ad"
when other advertisers are paying
money to promote their events,and
we cannot handle the volume of
these requests.
Unfortunately, we need advertising revenue to operate, and, if
we accepted letters promoting
vents, we would run many Rerise pages and little advertising,
eedless to say, we'd sink pretty
ast.
We do, however,accept "cards
ofthanks"from organizations who
thank others for their help in nonprofit charity work.
We trust this column has helped
clear up some of the confusion
regarding our Response page policy. If you have further questions,
or if you want to make comments
or criticism of any aspect of the
paper,feel free to contact me or the
Editor at 581-1271. We are available most afternoons.
Doug Vanderweide is the Assistant Editor oirThe Maine Campus.
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To The Editor:

To The Editor:
With threats ofsevere budget
cuts looming over our campus,
the first that comes to mind is,
who is going to listen to what I
have to say? During this time
students need strong, dedicated
leaders, who will work with administrators to see our quality of
education preserved.
As a student senator, I have
seen the leaderShip Ethan and
Jennie have given this campus

Both have demonstrated responsibility, respect, and an
intense desire to make this
university a better place for all.
If you want fair, dedicated
representation,I encourage you
to vote for Ethan and Jenine on
Feb. 5. It's about time students
had their voices not only heard,
but listened to!
Alicia J. Rogers
Senator, South Campus

We are entering into a time at
the University of Maine where the
student body needs strong, responsive le.adership. The budget
cuts are sure to affect all of us as
students, athletes and workers.
As students we need to have
more ofa say in our education. We
need to choose what classes are to
be cut. We need to choose who
teaches us. We need to have a say
in selecting the product we pay for,
our education.
I was very pleased to hear that
Ethan Strimling and Jenine Serviolo were running for president and
vice president. It is refreshing for

me to finally see two candidates on
the ballot who want to improve the
university instead of trying to improve their resume.
I have know both Ethan and
Jenine for many years. They will
bring to student government the
ability to examine problems, find
solutions and, most important,the
ability to act!
They both bring to office the
experience to organize people to
solve problems.
In the hard times ahe,ad we need
people who have proven time and
again that they have the ability to
get the job done. I am certain if
Ethan and Jenine are elected to
office problems will not just be

talked about. They will act to solve
problems.
Ethan and Jenine are truly concerned about the problems thatface
us as students. Last week Ethan
and Jenine knocked on every dorm
door on campus in order to understand what problems face students.
This kind of concern for the
students is not often seen in our
student leaders. If you want a
president and vice president who
take the time to listen and act to
solve problems, then your only
choice is Ethan and Jenine.
Peter Gillingham

Mendros wants to improve ResLife Dining Services
To the Editor:

•

I am writing you about the poor
service from Residential Life
Dining Services.
Having worked in food service
for a long time, I have learned one
ofthe basicsofbusiness iscustomer
satisfaction,or giving the customer
a quality product, served with
quality service, at a competitive

price. For example, a hamburger
should be hot and fresh, and not
cold and stale. Quality is also obtained by taking time to train the
food service staff properly.
Iremember waiting five minutes
in line for a sandwich only because
the worker was not properly trained
and had to ask me how the sandwich
was supposed to me made
Ifthese smallchanges are made,

the consumers will be more satis- agernent were not even acted upon.
fied and therefore Dining Services Managers would give the usual
will be able to compete with the bureaucratic answers that are typarea restaurants,instead of relying ical of the university.
I then approached Stavros
on the built-in monopoly they have
vice-president ofstudent
Mendros,
established.
Last semester, I started trying senate. He set up meetings with
to get changes in Dining Services, Jon Lewis,manager of Dining Serbut continually ran into obstacles vices, and asked him about all the
the managerial staff had in place complaints about poor quality.
Complaints brought to the man- Mendros, along with others, has

Cote and Favreau have the
skills to be student leaders
senate representative to the Faculty Senate,and chairofthe academic
affairs committee.In these various
elections
government
Student
are coming up,and as a member of capacities, she helped bring stuGSS, I feel compelled to urge my dents concerns about the possible
constituents and everyone who loss of Maine Day to the faculty
attends the University of Maine to senate and worked to insure that
vote for C.J. Cote and Andy Fav- the academic integrity of an edureau for the respective positions of cation at UMaine would not be
president and vice-president of compromised by the impending
budget cuts.
student government.
Gannet Hall senator Andy
these
The students who hold
brings with him the exFavreau
experienced
positions need to be
of president pro-tern of
perience
the
of
interests
best
the
and have
student body at heart. AsKennebec GSS,skills vital to the vice-presiinHall's senator in the GSS,C.J. has dent position. Andy was also
afstudent
his
through
strumental
been a cabinet member cf student
government, an undergraduate fairs chairmanship in changing the
To The Editor:

towing policy on campus, a concern of anyone who drives a vehicle on campus.Particularly of note
to my off-campus constituency is
Andy's initiative in looking into
landlord-tenant relations offcampus.
I urge everyone to vote on
election day for C.J. and Andy as
they will bring a non-partisan
perspective and concrete experience to the presidency and vicepresidency ofstudent government.
Mary Alice Johnson
Off-Campus Senator

been trying to bring about change.
I want people to know that
Stavros is concerned about the issues such as Dining Services,budget cuts,etc. facing the students of
UMaine. He has and will continue
to bring about change at tht University.
Gerard N. Pare
Orono

A 'just' war?
way is to give everyone their fair
play, give everyone their due.
War. In the midst of one, No, I am not opposed to war
many views are given for the under all circumstances. I am
justification of killing the op- opposed to all wars fought for
position. War is allowed into these reasons:
1)competition for resources
the human social framewrok as
2) The glory of a "higher"
an ultimate solution to what are
seen as incurable misconcep- social system, political system
tions and irrationalities of other or religous order.
3) Feat of the unknown and
human beings or social frameunanswered.
works.
Today war is a contest beBut in order to enlist a man to
"justly" kill another, people. tween the powerful machines of
must appeal to his highest in- organizations holding political
terest in society and mankind. and financial authority and the
In this way,a murderer is crested common man's love of peaceful
with public authority and with relations with each other.
moral motives.
Jeanette Brawn
Yet,the perfection ofthe right
To The Editor:

Rally wasn't about patriotism, it was for support
To The Editor:
In response to Kirstie Mock's
observations about the pro-troops
rally of Jan 23, a few words:
The rally wasn't an effort to try
you of what kind of
convince
to
patriotism you should exhibit. It
was to show you, the people, and

most importantly,the troops in the isn't that their right?
Steven Pmstride,the speaker at
Gulf that we support them. We
who participated in the rally never the rally, never called anyone
acted under the assumption that "contemptible flag burners." Asksupporting the troops was "our ing people no to burn the flag at a
exclusive right and privilege"No rally to show support for U.S.
one at that rally stopped anyone troops fallssomewhere in the realm
else from participating. If an indi- ofcommon sense,don't you think'?
Finally, in regards to Ms.
vidual chooses not to participate,

Mock's comment, "To hell with
your kind of patriotism, which is
only blind faith": if exercising my
constitutional right to freedom of
expression, asking people to respect the symbol of that freedom
by not burning it at a rally, and
sending a message of support to
the individuals who have to do the

fighting are all examples of"blind
faith," then I'll gladly serve my
time in hell, because that means
that people are getting too damn
silly up here on Earth.
John Bowie
Estabrnoke Hall
•./
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Mendros/Littlefield offers
best combination of skills
Thursday Night at the Den. Issues ernments ever. He know how to
like campus lighting, Maine Day, get things done and wants to conGreek life were brought to the tinue the fight.
and
once
us
Elections are upon
When you vote Tuesday,I urge
as student issues. This
forefront
legitimate
three
are
There
again.
to cast your ballot for the ticket
you
tickets. One offers experience.One represents change and effectivehas brought about real change,
that
offers effective leadership. The ness.
most experience, and has
the
has
on
running
is
ticket
Another
third ticket, however,offers both.
its effectiveness when
That ticket is Mendros/ Littlefield. experience. The ticket of Mendros proven
ng the students. For those
representi
As vice-president, Stavros Men- / Littlefield offers students ten seyou to vote Mendros
urge
I
reasons,
Senate
dros rekindled the power of the mesters of General Student
.
/
Littlefield
of
semesters
two
and
e
students. The students pulled to- experienc
gether to stop the budget cuts. experience in the executive branch.
James Ackor
Towing from campus wasstopped. Stavros Mendros has been the viceOff-Campus Senator
Effective student programming president in one of the most effecgovstudent
came back to the campus with tive and successful
To The Editor:

Mendros/Littlefield is best ticket
field.
They each have a great desire to
the jobs of president and vicedo
to
tive
representa
a
Having been
and they each have expresident
a
and
Senate
Student
General
the
member of many other groups, I cellent records to show from their
have had the opportunity to observe experience in student government
many different student leaders. Stavros' biggest victory has been
They have all different levels of the fight against student apathy.
motivation and different levels of He has brought the GSS from 11
regularly-attending members to
leadership ability.
50. He has organized protests
over
However, leadership is someagainst budget cuts on
rallies
and
exthrough
thing that is learned
and at the state house
campus
this
motiwhile
practice,
and
perience
vation only comesfrom a desire or in Augusta.
Brent is a tireless senator and
a goal. One ticket that is most in
touch with the needs of the stu- diligent legislative liaison chairdents on the UMaine campus, are man. Brent was instrumental in
Stavros Mendros and Brent Little- communicating directly with
To The Editor:

Governor McKernan during the
budget debates.
Stavros and Brent both have
records that list on and on and
speak well for them. They have
voices that are known and respected
not only at this campus,but around
the state. I throw my support entirely behind Stavros and Brent
because I know they have their
eyesset on the future ofthe UMaine
campus and the rights of the
UMaine students.
Dan Veilleux
Fraternity Senator

Senator says
Mendros cares
To the Editor
There is a leader that stands
out in this student body. If you
know Stavros Mendros, you
know a student representative
who will listen to any student
with an opinion,complaint,or
idea
Under his leadership, the
General Student Senate has
been brought from the dead.
There were 11 standing members when he entered office,
and now there is a full chamber
of 55 senators representing on
and off-campus students.
Stavros actively recruited students with many different
opinions to fill open seats,
bringing lively and productive
debate to student government.
When tension arose between UMaine students and
Orono police last spring,
Stavros assumed a visible role
in calming down the situation.
He has been working on the
parking situation on campus.
As a result, towing for minor
violations has been discontin-

ued.
During his tenure as president of senate in the past year,
he has demonstrated his ability
to identify the needs ofUMaine
students by overseeing the
creation of 3 new student government committees: Greek
Life, Academic affairs; and
Campus Lighting.
He organized the massive
rally in the fall that let the state
know how we felt about UMS
budget cuts. Much larger cuts
are being proposed by the
Governor and the Legislature.
These proposed cuts are many
times greater than the ones we
have seen in the past year. We
need a student leader who will
help us stand up to the Legislature and demand its support
Stavros Mendros has proven his worth as a leader and
Mendros/Littlefield deserves
your vote on Tuesday, February 5th.
David Desmond
Off-Campus Senator

Write to The Campus

Student thinks TEP was treated unfairly by Lucy
To The Editor:
I am writing in response to the
Jan. 25 article on the closing of
Tau Epsilon Phi fraternity. I'm a
junior here, and during my time I
have become good friends with
many of TEP's brothers. However, on this issue, I don't feel my
friendship has biased me.

their mind,including the
Yes, rules were broken. I also accomplishment fora small house. speaking
were demented.
president,
vice
believe that the enforcement and They had a large pledge class, and
taken by the
actions
the
found
I
acbecome
had
inactive brothers
punishment given were unfair.
Dean Lucy
that
brothers
two
only
s
friendship
renewing
again,
At the beginning of last se- tive
al. I
un-fratern
be
to
of"
"proud
is
TEP's
house.
the
for
revenues
and
for
up
mester,things were looking
overly
Lucy
Dean
also believe
the TEP house. They celebrated morale was at a new high.
d this behavior, was not
encourage
Acover,
all
was
it
Suddenly,
October,
in
y
anniversar
61st
their
of TEP as a whole,and
supportive
and
made
enjoyed great intramural sports cusations were being
nunity in general.
Greekconu
the
of
no
with
Brothers
participation and success, winning reviews done.
TEP house. But
the
miss
will
I
than
other
ns
infractio
the soccer match. This was a great other

Keg party for class?
To the Editor:
Sometimes, somewhere, we
forget how far we can throw an
idea. We say,"Yah,that's a good
idea," and we go home. Maybe
we take a nap. Maybe it's just a
brown banana day at the University of Maine. Maybe everything's only medium.
Well, I thought of a not so
medium idea. Class starts this
semester and you find the professor talking to 35 of you. Nothing's
happening, 35 separate alone
miserable individuals battling the
urge to sleep and trying to reach
April. Passive education isn't
education.
So here's what we do. We put
the class together any way we

can. We have a keg party if we
have to. 35 strangersfrom a dead
class wake up.
As I write this, the television
in the room is droning quietly
about war and the newspaper on
my desk is moaning about budget cuts. This writing is only
about a dull classroom and a keg
party, but is there something
universal in the odd solution it
attempts?
Anything that gets people
talking with people is a good
start. Anything that values individuals is a really good start.
Students are what universities
are all about.
"..Yah, that's a good idea,"
we say.
Michael Rein.sborough

to us, it's only the house that is
gone.The brotherhood and life long
friendships aren't, and I'm sure
they will all agree that the letters of
Tau Epsilon Phi will still be"worn
in public," and proudly.
Shannon Kinney
Orono

Soldier says Stavros/Brent
support troops in Gulf War
To The Editor:
As a former student senator,
Executive Budget Committee
Member, Congressional intern,
and Governors intern,lam writing
to express my support for the
Mendros / Littlefield ticket for
student government.
Mendros has indicated that he
clearly supports our soldiers in the
Persian Gulf,unlike his opponents
Ethan Strimling and Jenine Serviolo, who were actively organizing
and participating in protests against
the war effort in the Gulf.
In fact, Strimling was at one
point actively leading the anti-war

chants for the first MPAC protests
on the steps ofthe Memorial Union
shortly after the outbreak of war.
I cannot in the least bit buy the
argument that one can protest and
support our soldiers at the same
time; protesting this war is simply
a form of psychological warfare
that can only benefit Saddam
Hussein. If this sort of action were
good for morale,I'd personally be
out protesting and sending pictures
to the troops at the front; so please
don't be ridiculous!
I have never met Mendros or
Littlefield. I have simply seen them
as two very effective leaders, who
will represent the overwhelming

majority as students at UMaine if
elected. This in sharp contrast to
special interests that MPAC represent, of which Strimling is president.
As a professional soldier who
theoretically could be involved in
this conflict at some point,I would
rather have an even-headed, pragmatic person in charge of student
government, than a person who
could potentially make student
government a vehicle of MPAC
and part ofthe anti-war movement.
Matthew Benner
Graduate Student
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Glen Campbell
a hit at MCA
By Nicole "Lando
Staff Writer
Music fans had to smile at Glen Campbell's enthusiasm, energy, and talent in his
rocking "Goodtime Hour Revisited" show
Thursday,Jan. 31 at the Maine Center for the
Arts.
In a variety-style format,Campbell belted
out pop and country hits with charisma to the
delight of a receptive audience.
A versatile and multi-talented performer,
Campbell has. received Academy Awards,
Grammysand gold and platinum albumsover
the years for his guitar and vocal skills.
At Thursday evening's performance he
sang such hits as "Galveston," "Rhinestone
Cowboy,""By the Time I get to Phoenix"and
"Southern Nights."
He also introduced his new singles "Unconditional Love" and "House of Love."
"Unconditional Love" recently made its
debut on the country music charts at number
50,Campbell said proudly.
In addition, he sang a medley of Beach
Boy tunes such as "California Girls,""I Get
Around" and "Surfing USA,"among others.
Campbell then played "The William Tell
Overtone"on the guitarand"Amazing Grace"
on the bagpipes.
After playing the bagpipes, he charmed
the audience and joked, "I'll bet you're all
saying to yourself,there's no beginning to this
man's talent."
Campbell and his guest performers,N icotette Larson, Jim Stafford and father and son
duo John and Ja.mie Hartford,joined together
and closed with a heartwarming rendition of
Lee Greenwood's "God Bless the U.S.A.,"
dedicated to the troops in Saudi Arabia.
"I love music and don't like to be branded
as one-dimensional," Campbell said in an
interview before the concert
Since he performs a variety of music, he
enjoys widespread appeal among music lovers of all ages.
"Ilove tosee the mixed crowd - thatspread
from nine to 90," he said to the audience.
Along with his musical talents, Campbell's anecdotal storytellingsand down-home
humor bridgedshort gaps between pieces and
captivated his audience
"I'm happy to be here. I'm happy to be
anywhere. I'm old enough to realize that
now," he joked.
Singing and performing is "all I've ever
done and all I've ever wanted to do anyway,"
said Campbell.
He said this is the most enjoyable tour he
has ever done. "It's easy to have three old
friends (his guests)along. It's really a gas."
Campbell also had high praise for the Jeff
Dayton Band saying the group was,"the best
on the road to work with."
Campbell opened the event with a duet
with John Hartford,singing "Gentle On My
Mind."
John and Jamie Hanford perfonned together in one act, with John singing folk
music while Jamie played his mandolin.
Campbell sang "Bye Bye Love" with
vocalist Larson,then she took over with hits
of her own such as"Lona Love"
Jim Stafford, comedian and musician,
performed skits on TV evangelists and sang
the humoroussongs"Cow Patty"and "Don't
Pet the Dog."
Rolf Olsen,the marketing and public relations director for MCA,was pleased with the
audience's response to the program. "I think
it went very well," he said,adding that while
the audience was mainly an older crowd,they
"were very enthusiastic."
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Campus
Maine
CLASSIFIED ADVERTISING

To place your classified ad
call#1273 today!!

Help Wanted

Help Wanted

Miscellaneours

Don't get a job- Get a Business!
Student painters offers highly
motivated students practical
experience and earnings averaging
55000-57000 for the summer.
11 •
Summer Jobs with Upward Bound
Work with high school students on
UMaine campus. We need English,
Communication,Science, Math,and
Computer Science teachers, a Nurse,
Residential Life Counselors and others.
Summer work-study especially helpful.
Excellent professional experience.
Room and board available for some
positions. Details/Application:
Upward Bound, 100 Winslow Hall
UMaine.581-2522
Spring Break '91--Can't afford spring
break? Think again!!

SPRING BREAK!!--Spring break in
Cancun or Bahamas from $299!
Includes round-trip air fare, 7 nights
hotel, cruise beach parties, free lunch
and much, much more! Organize a
small group — earn a free trip plush

Almonds to Zymurgy!--Quality
foods at a non-profit price. Check out
P'Nuts food cooperative in the
basement of Chadbourne. Open
Mon.4-7, Thu 2-7, Fri 2-6 Sat 10-2
VOTE!!--VoteMendros/Littlefield
Tuesday Feb 5. --Thank you
FOR SALE!--Smith + Wesson semiautomatic handgun. 14 round clip,
fixed sights. Excellent condition.
Asking $425. Call 866-3048 and
leave message
For ale-- New ski-Doo Motorcycl.e/
snowmobile helmet! Full faced,
black, sleek. Paid $125, sell for $91) or
best offer. Call #4771 Rm.75
Pregnant?--Love and a happy home
await the baby we long to adopt. Call
Trudi or John collect.
142121-678-0596
Vote!--Vote Mendros/Littlefield, We
blocked the budget Ax!
Lost!--New,full length, off-white wool
coat, missing since 1/17 from 3rd floor
Union. Sentimental Christmas gift.
Call 581-1825
Found!--Male puppy, brown + tan
shepherd with red collar + yellow
ribbon. Call Steph or Melissa, 5814917. Rm.328
Bike for Sale!--1990 Bianchi Volpe,
5300—Call667-5452
Wake N' Bake—Spring break '91!
Jamaica/Cancun from $459!! A week
of fun and sun! The hottest
destinatiohs Call 1-800-426-7710
For Sale--Brand new street cruiser,
ridden twice. Big rugged, shiny, red,
and yours for only $110. A great bike
at a great price. Call 947-2932 and
leave a message.
Orono Thrift Shop—Take Pine from
Main, 2nd right to Birch: Open Weds
11-4, Sat. 11-2. Big sale thru March 6
Do you want to run a classified
advertisement in The Maine
Campus? Call #1273 and ask for
Holly or Ralph

Now renting Spring '91--130 College
Ave., serious male students only.
Single + double rooms, home cooked
meals, close to campus. Call Val
866-772601 Craig 866-5949
Country Living Townhouse Apts.--2
bedroom, 1 1/2 bath, heat, hot water,
sewer included. Laundry, cable
available. $525 per month. For more
info call: 866-7798, Bradley, ME
Orono--1 bedroom, modern furnished
apartment. Quiet, walk to UMaine.
$450 per month + utilities. 945-5810

Panama City, Floilda....$119
Montego Hay, Janialca..$459
Cancun/Acapulco, Mx..$429

Earn free travel and $$ marketing STS
vacations on your campus! For more
information and reservations call STS
1-800-648-4849
Your career starts now!--Call for
information about the company that is
letting people skip the lob scene and
step up to financial independence.
Don't miss this one. 1-800-749-5515
Ext. 587
Campus Rep Wanted--Protection, get
the "Paralyzer"! Safe, effective, nonlethal, 5-year guarantee. Made in the
USA. Call Rick at 1-603-253-8131 or
write: Rick Hagan, P.O. Box 9,
MoultonborojNH 03254
Wanted!--Treasurer of Student Gov't,-'
paid position, flexible hours. Apply in
office, 3rd floor Memorial Union by
Feb. 11th or call 581-1775
We need self-motivated students!-Earn up to $10/hr. Market credit cards
on campus. Flexible hours. Only ten
positions available. Call now!
1-800-950-8472 Extention 20(AL)

Crossword
ACROSS
Let on
*Diego's double
affirmative
10 Theater section
14 Designer
Geoffrey
is Norse god of
war
Butterine
7 Cleo's boat,
89.
i A Druid, for one
If Aida of
-M•A'S•H"
20 Pre-Christmas
purchase
23 People
Funny
24 Fish eggs
25 Christmas
treats

Students!—We'll send your resume to
hundreds of major companies thru out
the US in a complete indexed
catalogue!! Catalogue sent to
companies in April of '91, so hurry!
Send an 8 1/2 by 11 resume and a $20
check or money order to Career
Catalogue, P.O. Box 882, Safety
Harbor, FL 346950Career Catalogue
Get your dream jobs now!--Hundreds
of addresses and tel. #'s of Jobs open
in Paradise! Calif/Fla/Natl. Pks/
Cruise/Rafting,for spring/summer.
Have a paid vacation, call now!
1-900-226-2644,53/min
Male Stripper--All occasions, also
misc. delivery options. 947-4220
Housekeeping—Experienced,
references available. Reasonable rates.
For appointment,call 942-8789
CARIBBEAN-5189 FOR SPRING
BREAK. Why freeze here? The sunny
Caribbean or Mexican coast for a week
Only $189! Call SUNHITCHTm
1-(212)-864-2000

Edited by Eugene T. Maleska

33 Rajah's wile
34 Use soap and
water
as Egg Comb
form
Stanley
Is
Gardner
:IT Meager
39'Hansel and
Grater prop
40 Vigoda or
Lincoln
41 Avoid
42 Memorable
battleship
43 Hanukkah
latkes
47 Diminutive
ending
40 German article
44 Hanukkah
purchase
57 Lightning flash

ANSWER TO PREVIOUS PUZZLE

000vMM 00M00
0000000 MOR3M00
01300000 001M000
H cau A ripp
ow E
OUB.MBEuM OzOOE
spa owAlg apmE0
000100 000000
0000 011100
AS00000 300000
MUM000 0000 00M
1 00R0 00000 MA
00116

OMOU

MOOT

HOMO= 01900000
E0Q01100 U000000
MUDDY
00000

No 1224

Si How rioters run
SI One of the
Muses
SO' — Want for
Christmas "
111 Apple leftover
112 Copter part
113 Delight
04 Gentle and
caring
SS All tuckered out

DOWN
1 Israel's Eban
2 ----- reckoning
3 Entrepreneur
Griffin
4 "Picnic"
playwright
•'I Wet a -Werewolf"
6 British football
7 Thought
Spot for a
houseplant
•Savings bond's
plus
10 Replete with
moola
11 Spanish
stewpot
12 Equipment
13 Era after era
*1 Uno, due, -- •
n Biblical
carpenter
25 Filmdom's
Greta
25 Fiord. e g
47 Born, in
Bordeaux Fern

25 African term of
address
29 rook to one's
heels
ao 'It's a
Wonderful Life,
89
31 Levels (off)
32 Clementine's
shoe size
33 Harvest
37 A closet
organizer
35 Ryder or
Stanley

30 Furniture wood
41 Norman town
UDeportmeM
44 Em,to Dorothy
45 Pitched woo
411 Security org
40 Gangster's gal
SO That Gallic girl

$I Mine, to
Marceau
e2 UniCorn feature
63 Let tall
54 Tardy
$5 Collar type
SO Separate and
arrahge
as' Shopping aid

Answers to any three dues in this
puzzle are available by touch-tone
phone. 1-900-420-5656 (750 each
minute)
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ResLife from page I

You did
.441incr by feAtirt5 et.
total! Let' te4.06,
pyriKS ItSVII4
WA+ +hese 1-Aseball
bats

the proposed changes and said the reception
has been positive.
John Halstead,vice president for Student
Affairs,supports the proposed changes.
"I see us being much more creative and
more futuristic tostudent's needs,"Halstead
said."Our proposed rate structure would be
one of the lowest in New England."
All proposed changes are dependent upon
the Board of Trustees approval of Residential Life's proposed budget and later Governor McKernan's approval of the University
of Maine's system budget.
The BOT will be meeting in March to
assess the budget proposals

1-5
ggplitlAW1ook.
-rtt!
HELP - A czect-fr`I't
A ISO NM (ANN-

Cutler cuts

from page 1

vices include x-ray, laboratory tests, and
pharmacy.
i an x-ray read and we
"It costs$12to Itave
that charge. They are
carrying
been
have
costs which the student should probably
bear. This saves asking for an increase in
comprehensive fee," Jackson said.
The pharmacy will also be charging for
ace bandages, shoulder slings, and other
casting supplies. In the past,a student could
go in and get an ace bandage free.
The Counseling Center, which is now
located in Fernald Hall, will be located in
Cutler with the proposed changes. A counselor will be available until 8 p.m..
"We were trying to get students involved
with the decisions but we had to be ready by
Feb.6 with a proposal. This is not the end of
the conversation.., we want student feedback," Jackson said.

k'14 be (ettl'

4E018
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by Mike Peters

No gain.No pain.

Calvin and Hobbes

by Bill Watterson

keeping your weight at a
moderate level may scale
down your risk of heart attack. So maintain a healthy
diet and lighten up on your
heart.

L4TER
BEATilAE
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8atilS

• American Heart
ga
Ny Association

BY GARRY TRUDEAU
CP(A) i(elet BACX
41/17H MORE MAK
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4.4 R!MAT
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THINK?'
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)0, FIND
OUTABOUT
7HE SUPER
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Corrections
A story in Friday's edition
of The Maine Campus
about the ROC candidates
incorrectly stated that voting will be held at the
Union. In fact, voting
booths will be open in the
dining commons. ROC candidates will not appear on
the ballot in the Union.
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Sports
BU tops UMaine swimmers in dual meet
ing Terriers.
For the Black Bear women,now
6-4, Jenn Denison won the 100yd
butterfly, and the 400yd freestyle
relay team of Laurie Deputy, Kim
Dunn, Nancy Connolly and Jenn
Denison posted a winning time of
3:42.00.
Notable performances by the
UMaine women include the 200yd
medley relay team of Julie Chandler, Sue Trombini, Denison, and
Deputy;Clem Whaling in the 500yd
and 1000yd freestyles; Dunn in the
200yd freestyle; Denison in the 50
yd freestyle; Connolly in the 100yd
backstroke; Chandler in the 200yd
backstroke:, and Jen Boucher in the
200yd breaststroke.
"We didn't do that well,a lot of
people were sick," said UMaine's
Clem Whaling. "We're just concentrating on being re_ady for the
New Englands,"she added.
On the men'sside,the score was

By Paul Watson
Staff Writer
The UMaine men's and women's swimming and diving teams'
homefinale against Boston University Saturday went as expected. BU
handed both UMaine squads decisive leases.
The Terriers dominated the
women's side by a final score of
137-96 with 12 first place finishes
in the 14 events.
Multiple winners for the BU
women were Deirdre Lynch in the
100yd and 200yd backstroke, Lauren Curtis in the lOyd breaststroke
and the 400yd IM,Tracy Vitols in
the 1000yd and 500yd freestyles,
and Wendy Whitney in the 100yd
and 200 yd freestyles.
Lynch, Curtis, Tobi Goo and
Tracy Cook combined forthe 200yd
medley relay title for BU, while
Lisa Ripperger won the 50yd freestyle and Jen Davy had the honorsin
the 200yd breaststroke for the visit-

The UMaine men's and women's swim teams closed out their home season with a dual-meet loss to
Boston University.(Photo by Tim Boyd.)

See SWIM on page 15

Bouchard breaks UMaine's career scoring record
hit two jumpers of her own and Bouchard
made a nifty,inside pass to Tracey Frenette
for another deuce.
According to Bouchard, the record was
The
air
You could just feel it in the
back of her mind but not first and
the
in
alive.
was
Pit
electricity, The
The University of Maine women's bas- foremost.
"We came out a little sluggish in the
ketball team took on, and defeated, North
Atlantic Conference rival the University of beginning, we called a time-out to settle
New Hampshire 71-53 before 1,671 charged down but we really didn't completely settle
down until the second half," Bouchard said.
up fans Saturday afternoon.
"I wasn't realWith chantsofMabout
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ness
the feat with 4:17 left
"once
felt,
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a
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in the first half
(BouRachel
lay-up off a Carrie
chard) broke the record,the team's play was
Goodhue pass. Point number 2,154.
satisfying."
bouquet
Bouchard was presented with a
"We had little spurts of good and bad
fans
the
while
by head coach Trish Roberts,
we need to be more consistent though,"
play,
standing
minute
two
a
with
manacled her
said.
Roberts
ovation.
Roberts also was happy with the play of
The Lady Black Bear lead at that time
more,she only
was 29-18 and by the end of the half it had Frenette -"she needs toshoot
Cross," and
Holy
versus
shots
two
took
swelled to 14, at 36-22.
t with
inconsisten
been
"Carrie's
Goodhue
second
the
begin
to
run
e
An eight-to-on
penetrabet
our
s
'
she
but
half was capped off by a beautiful fast-break her 3-ptshooting,
s)play her for the
feed by Chris Strong to a streaking Bou- tor so when they(opponent
drives."
she
shot,
outside
chard that had everyone,including UMaine
UNH head coach Cathy Sanborn felt the
President Dale Lick, on their feet 44-23,
for her team was rebounding.
key
UMaine.
"Rebounding is the key for us,I'm glad
UNH cut the Lady Black Bear lead to 11
were only - I for the game.Oncewe
following a Kendall Daly juniper, but tosee we
to 11,our players eyes lit up,we
lead
the
cut
UMaine answered right back as Goodhue

By Tim Hopley
Staff Writer

71-53 whi
Rachel Bouchard goes in for two of her team-high 24 points in UMaine's
LeClair.)
Scott
by
(Photo
Pit.
the
over UNH Saturday in
made a ball game of it, we stayed composed," Sanborn said.
"Boy,I'm glad she's(Bouchard)graduating," Sanborn said. "I'm glad to see her
pass the record,it's a great achievement for

her."
Next up for the Lady Black Bears is
nationally ranked Lamar (#24), Thursday
night (Feb. 7) at the Bangor Auditorium.
Tip-off is set for 7:30.
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Defensemen key to Black Bear wins
Carney also broke the career assist record Jean-Yves Roy and Jim Montgomery continfor UMaine defensemen, previously held by ued their offensive assaults, with each player
Andre Aubut who had 103. Carney now has scoring six points in the two games.
Roy scored a goal and two assists in each
Defensemen took center stage this week- 105 career assists.
Carney'slinemate,senior blue-liner Brian contest, while Montgomery had two goals
end in leading the University of Maine to wins
Straub also had a big weekend.The Bozeman, and two assists against Northeastern, and
over Northeastern and Merrimack.
The Black Bears beat Northeastern 9-3 Montana native picked up his first career hat tallied two assists versus Merrimack. Roy,
Friday,and followed it up with a 7-3 win over trick in the win over Merrimack Saturday who has66 points on the season,remains the
Merrimack The wins moved UMaine to 24- night. Straub has tallied five goals and 16 top scorer in the nation, while Montgomery's
65 points keeps him in second.
assists for 21 points on the season.
6-2 overall, 11-4-1 in Hockey East
In Friday's game,UMaineand Northeast"I was very impressed with their defenseJunior All-American candidate Keith
Carney picked upfive assists in the two games men, they aren't afraid to shoot the puck," ern skated to a scoreless tie after one period,
giving him42on theseason,breaking his own said Merrimack head coach Ron Anderson. before the Black Bears exploded for six goals
team single-season record for assists by a "(Straub)played well and he used the screens in the second stanza.
Montgomery kicked off the scoring bardefensemen. The previous record was 41, his teammates gave him."
UMaine's two Hobey Baker candidates rage, while Roy, Dave LaCouture, Scott
which he set last year.
Pellerin, Chris lines and Brian Downey followed suit.
Third period goals by Mike Barkley,Randy Olson and Montgomery closed out the
scoring for UMaine.Four ofthe Black Bear's
By Jeff Pinkham
Staff Writer

We want your face!
in

"Faces in the Crowd"
The 1991 PRISM Yearbook
Any candids you want to submitGreeks! Dorms! Activities! Parties! People!
-will be returned!
Call 581-1783 or stop by 3rd floor Memorial Union.

Just do it!
Organizations, Greeks, Societies, Clubs...
The PRISM yearbook has limited space available in this
year's book. If interested, call 581-1783 or stop by our office
3rd floor memorial union before February 6. No charge.

ORONO TALMAR WOOD
NOW ACCEPTING APPLICATIONS
For immediate and future occupancy in 1,
2 and 3 bedroom apartments.

1 Bedroom -- From $339 to $415
2 Bedroom -- From $394 to $482
3 Bedroom -- From $472 to $577
Utilities included, children welcome
To determine eligibility call:

8664300

nine goals were scored on the man advantage.
Mike Dunham turned away 21 shots,improving his record to 10-3-2. Northeastern's
Tom Cole faced 45 UMaine shots,stopping
36 of them.
"We made some bad penalties, and they
made us pay," said Northeastern head coach
Don McKenney."We got a little frustrated
after they scored a few goals, and we just
couldn't come back"
Saturday night,UMaine trailed 2-1 and 32 before pulling away with five unanswered
goals.
Straub picked up three goals, while Pellerin added two goals and Roy and Martin
Robitaille added a goal apiece.
Garth Snow improved his record to 14-3,
as he saved 31 shots. Mike Doneghy and
Steve D'Amore split the time in net for Merrimack, with Doneghy stopping 23 shots and
D'Amore turning away 12.

UNH defaults guaranteed win
kids you kind of expect that," Coach Jim
Boylan said.
"It'sjust unfortunate that wecan'tseem to
New Hampshire was poised to end the shake this streak I don't feel had for myself,
nation's longest home losing streak at 31 I feel bad for my players. They want to win
games.The crowd,the largest in seven years, bad,they just can't do it tight now."
New Hampshire is the losingest team in
wasstanding and screaming.The theme ofthe
game was "Guaranteed Win Day," and the Division I since 1986-87. Since then, it has
compiled a 19-112
Wildcatsled Maine66record. This year, UNH
62 with 4:07 to play.
Uhlance 1)
Higpas
3-5
6-8
2-18and 0-5inthe NAC.
7-9
4-5
18.
6-10
3-4
IL
Bouchard
Hadp
Then, the ghost of
IS, Haney 2-5 4.4 I. Robins= 2-4 2-6 6, Hahne 1-1 1-23.
Hoping to spark
the UNH teams that Dwell 1-4 0-0 3, Dennis 1-20.0 2,24cClatre 0-1 0-00,Barnes
some interest in a team
have lost every home 0-0 0.20 Toads 23-41 20-31 71
that usually draws about
UNH(68)
game since Feb. 7,
Honor 5-126-1017,lineDarek14-13 3.4 14,Cunning 61988,rose up in Lund- 60-2 11, Lewis 4-94-6 12. Neinnier 2-20.04,Dinka 1-3 2-3 400 fans, the athletic
department decided to
holm Gymnasium and 4,Caw 2-8 0-0 4. Tains 24-56 16-2161.
makethe contest against
spoiled the fairy tale
Score by hill
Utilaine 41 30
UMaine "Guaranteed
ending.
UNH .035
Win Day."
Wildcats
The
3-poin field goals: Uldaine Hodge 3. Higgins 1, Terrell I.
Promoters said if
missedshots,turned the UNH MscDonskl 3.
Rebounds: UMaine 31,UNH 32.
UNH won, all spectaball over and generally
tors would receive cerplayed scared during
the final four minutes,losing 71-68 Saturday tificates to show they were present for the
to North Atlantic Conference-leading Maine historic occasion. Because UNH last, everyone received discounts to several local res(10-11,5-1).
"We made a couple of mistakes,a couple taurants and stores.
of young guys made some questionable deciSee GUARANTEE on page 15
sions, but when you're playing with young
By Frank Baker
Associated Press Writer

LYSISTRATA
a music drama
Auditions!
Wednesday, February 6, 1991
4:00 to 7:00 pm Lord Recital
Hall
Singing and Non-Singing Roles
Available
Directed by Sandra Hardy
Musical Direction, Nancy Ogle
Under the auspices of the
UMaine Opera Workshop,
in conjunction with Peace Studies
and the Classics Club

Performance dates are scheduled for
April 18, 19, 20
in the Pavilion Theatre

An Equal Housing Opportunity

Scripts Available at: The Music Office
The Theatre Office
Office of Peace Studies

Text by Aristophanes
Original Music by MUY 461 Music Composition

,sefte.
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BU tops UMaine
much closer than anticipated. After the onemeter diving competition,the Bears trailed by
only eight points.
"(BU)didn't put their best people in the
first events,"said UMaine senior captain Brad
Burnham."They did finish strong and positioned the swimmers well at the end."
BU came on strong from then on to either
win or tie in seven of the remaining eight
events. UMaine's only reprieve would come
in the three-meter diving.
The final score had BU on top 171.5123.5.
The Terrier men were kid by John Joyce's
victoriesin the 100yd and 200yd breaststrokes.
Also recording first place finishes for BU
were Scott Riewald in the 100yd and 200yd
freestyles,Mike Noonan in the50 yd freestyle
and 200yd butterfly,Tony Weiss in the 200yd
backstroke, and the 200yd freestyle relay
team of Noonan, Harris, Rob Marshall and
Riewald.
UMaine's Derek Marshall and BU's

from page 13

Brendon Kilroy battled to a tie in the 200yd
individual medley with a time of 2:03.45.
The Black Bear men, now 3-5 on the
season, were led by Brad Burnham who recorded wins in the 100yd freestyle and the
200yd butterfly. A.J. Rog chipped in by
winning the 100yd backstroke.
"Everyone'ssoentusiastic aboutthe team."
said UMaine senior Bob Leonard "We've
really been consistent, we're getting healthy,
and everyone's upforthe championships,"he
said.
Turning in fine efforts for UMaine were
Walter John in the 100yd breaststroke, Bob
Leonard in the 100yd freestyle, Marshall in
the 200yd backstroke, and Pete Small in the
500yd freestyle. The 200yd medley relay
team of Rog, John, Marshall and Bob Leonard, and the 200yd freestyle relay team of
Bill Stone,JeffSmall,Todd Springer and Bob
Leonard aLso performed well last weekend.
'The UMaine diverscompleted whatcould
be called a Terrier sandwich on both boards,

UNH loses guaranteed win
The promotion paid offat the turnstiles,as
2,551 people turned out,but it angered Maine
coach Rudy Keeling.
"I though a promotion like that was bush,"
he said."To put kids in a situation like that is
not the thing to do.
"It's a kid's game if you put them out there
and let them play, that's enough picssure."
Curtis Robertson also took offense.
"I took it as an insult," he said. "We've
worked hard to get where we are... It just
shows that they don't respect us. It made the
older guys kind of angry."
Derrick Hodge, a junior and UMaine's
leading scorer, said the promotion had him
worried."It would have been a big embarrassment if we lost," he said.
New Hampshire came out flat to start the
game, turned the ball over on its first six
possessions and fell behind 13-1.
Boylan said his team wasjittery hum the
promotion.
"I called time out and I told my guysjust
because people are here doesn't mean you'll
play well," he said."I told them I'd give them
30 seconds to start playing hard and if they
dide." play hard! was going to take the whole
bunch of them out."
After falling behind by as many as 15
points,New Hampshire fought back.Tommy
MacDonald's 3-point shot at the Num- cut
the halftime deficit to 41-33.
ur4H continued to cut into the lead during
the second half.
MacDonald's 3-point shot with 6:06 remaining gave New Hampshire it first lead,
61-60.
UNH increased the lead to66-62on a Bob
Can lay-up with 4:07 to go, then self-destructed down the stretch.
Meanwhile, UMaine's Hodge heated up.
He hit a spinning layup with 1:29 to go to give
UMaine a 67-66lead,then hit twofree throws
with 32 seconds left.
Trailing69-66 with 16seconds left,UNH's
Eric Thielen shot an air ball from 3-point
territory. UMaine's Marty Higgins then was
fouled, and made both free throws to ice the
game.
Hodge wound up with 18 points, as did
Francois Bouchard. Higgins chipped in with
13 points and six assists.
Pat Manor scored 17 points for New
Hampshire, MacDonald added 14 and Shaft
Lewis and Bob Cummins scored 12 apiece.
Once again, New Hampshire's shooting

Saturday.
The recipe called for first and second
place finishes by UMaine stand-outs Rick
Keene and Tom Hines, and the swapping of
fourth andfifth place finishesby Keith Paquet\
and Stan Skolfield around BU diver Nathan
McKay.
While the Black Bear divers' addition to
the menu looked good to diving coach Lance
Graham, it probably left a bad taste in BU's
mouth.
"Tom was fantastic," said Graham."This
was a big meet for him, he really wanted to
beat Nathan,and to do it on both boards was
a big lift for him."
In women'sdiving,BU's Reagan Bernardoand Jen Tarara posted uncontested first and
second place finishes on the one and threemeter boards.
Seniors Sue Ahlers, Peg Campbell, Nancy Connolly,Noreen Solakoff,Karen Stevens,
Natalie Zdenelc,Jenniferand Stephanie Taylor,
Brad Burnham, Sean Conroy, Rob Greene,

Bob Leonard, Peter
Small,and Walter Sweeney were all saluted for their contributions to the program prior
to their last home meet for UMaine.
UMaine wul be on the road Tuesday to
face Division III Colby College atWaterville
in its season finale.
"We're all looking forward to Colby,"
Whaling said. "It'll be fun. It gives everyone
a chance todosome offeventsand to get ready
for the New Englands."
Tuesday's meet will give some of
UMaine's swimmers and divers one last
chance to qualify for the New England
Championships. For those whohave already
qualified for post-season activity, it gives
them one last opportunity to perform in a
competitive atmosphere before the championships in mid-February.
UMaine head coach Jeff Wren said that he
won't be working his swimmers too hard
prior to the championships,and that his main
concern is to get everyone healthy.

from page 14

was poor. UMaine outshot UNH 56-43 percent from the field.
Despite the loss, Boylan said the promotion served its purpose.
"The idea ofjust having some fans in the
stands wasenough for me to goahead with the
idea of a guaranteed win," he said. "If we
could put people in the stands,I knew it would
help us.
"I think it would have been nice to have
broken the streak today because of all the
fanfare that was involved,but maybe we'll do
it now on a quieter note and without as much
attention."

Who brought back
Thursday Night at the Den?

Mendros/Litdefield

We'd like to show you a path
that often holdsthe greatest reward.

Rewarding careers for people
who care.
Down the road a few years froir now,
you're going to be glad you chose a
career path today that's right in the heart
of Boston.It's Northeastern Universdy's
Birnon-Bouve College of Human Devel,,pment Proffssions-the smart choice
r hat leads to a greatet reward for people
,,ho really care
The graduate programs offered by
liosum-Boute College provide you with
wide range of career opportunities in
health,sport,and leisure studies, rehabilitation,counseling,communication disorders,and education.
Air faculty have received national and
international recognition for then research,
teaching and service to others and to
their profession. Boston-Boufe College
has well-established clinical affiliations
ith some of Boston's leading medical.
educational and research facilities
Study may lead to SI master's (legree,
,•ert Inca te uf advanced graduate study
iS). or di ictoral degree Mi ist programs are iiffi red on a part-tine as well

*V11.011119410111•SIMPOMMOMI........

as Pill-time basis, combining classroom
theory with practical hands-on experience. Courses meet in the late afternoon
and early evening,so students can continue to Work.
Graduate programs are offered in the
following areas
Audiology
Clinical Exercise Physiology
College Student Personnel Work
& Counseling
Consulting Teacher of Reading
Counseling Psychology
Curriculum & Instruction
Educational Research
1111111111 Development
Human Resource Counseling
Human Services Specialist
Recreation,Sport & Fitness
Management
Rehabilitation Counseling
School Counseling

School Adjustment Counseling
School Psycholoify
Speech-Language Pathology
Special Education
Teacher Preparation
('all (617)437-2708,or write Graduate
'School, liomton- B00%i College of Human
Devel,q)utent Professions, 1(17 Ii,ickser
Hall. Northeastern I 7niversity. 15 stun,
MA 02115. Because some of life's greatest
rewards come to those who care.

Bo§ton-Bouve
College

ra

Northeastern
University

An equal 4avortunity:affinnal me art um university

4*
.
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Two more planes lost in attacks on Iraq
By Fred Bayles
Associated Press Writer
DHAHRAN,Saudi Arabia(AP) — In a
fierce assault on Iraq, allied warplanes
"scattered" a unit of the elite Republican
Guards and blew up airfields, tanks and
personnel carriers on Saturday, military officers said.
Iraqi anti-aircraft gunnersshot down two
U.S. warplanes but Iraq's air force offered
no resistance, U.S. officials said.
One Marine was killed and two were
wounded,reportedly when their convoy was
struck in Saudi Arabia by cluster bombs
dropped by American warplanes.
On a day of little ground activity, the
U.S. Army was inspecting hundreds of
Bradley Fighting Vehicles, its premier armored infantry transport,for a transmission
defect that could limit its speed to 12 mph.

The vehicle is designed to travel at speeds
up to 38 mph, but 511 Bradleys, or about
one-fourth of all those in Saudi Arabia,may
have the problem, according to an Army
memo obtained by the Associated Press.
Unbowed by the relentless allied
bombing raids and the recent defeat in the
city of Khafji, Iraq vowed to use every
means from "kitchen knives to weapons of
mass destruction" to fight the U.S.-led
multinational force
President Bush was more reflective,urging Americans to pray for the American
soldiers on Sunday.
Throughout the gulf region, U.S. and
allied warplanes took advantage of nearperfect weather to hit targets throughout
Iraq and Kuwaiton Saturday,the 17th day of
the war and six months to the day since Iraq
invaded Kuwait.
"The last 24 hours have been most sat-

"Jim Needs to Eat
this Winter" Sale

isfactory for the British forces and for our
coalition partners,"British Group Capt. Niall
Irving said.
He said Tornado warplanes had made
"devastating visits" to two Iraqi airfields
that were being repaired after previous attacks. The ground-hugging Tornadoes
dropped 40 1,000 pound bombs on each
airfield, he said.
Asked if the Iraqi ground forces were
collapsing or in retreat,he said:"No,there's
no evidence of them retreating at all that I
know of."
Despite the attacks on the airfields and
Republican Guards, and others over the
weekend on bridges and fuel storage tanks,
the Iraqi air force continues to sit out the war
for the most part, Irving said.
There was a large explosion in Baghdad
before dawn Saturday,probably caused by a
cruise missile,according to Associated Press
correspondent Salah Nasrawi. The site of
the explosion and extent of damage could
not be determined immediately.
The U.S. military said the Air Force flew
2,600sorties on Saturday,300 more than the
daily average.

Sun, Mon - Closed
Tues - Fri - 12:00 - 4:00
Sat - 10:00 - 4:00

36A Main Street
Orono, Me 866-3525

"We're covering the entire battlefield to
include strategic targets, and of COUTSe, targets of opportunity,"such as ground forces
out in the open, Marine Maj. Gen. Robert
Johnston, a Central Command spokesman,
said in Riyadh.
In one such attack on the Republican
Guards, he said,"We scattered about 300
vehicles and... had fairly substantial kills in
both APCs(armored personnel carriers)and
tanks." He didn't say where the engagement
occurred.
On Friday night, he said, warplanes hit
another Iraqi Scud missile site.
He said the decline in Iraqi Scud missile
attacks on Saudi Arabia and Israel suggests
thatthe allies are successfully wiping out the
enemy's fixed and mobile rocket launchers.
Hours later,Iraq launched missile attacks
on Israel and the Saudi capital, Riyadh.
There were no immediate reports ofdamage
or injuries.
Israeli officials say Iraq still has at least
launchers, and sources in the JewScud
15
ish state say Israel's military is considering
a plan to use commandos to destroy Scud
launchers and other targets in western Iraq.

ACADEMICS: DATE OTHERS
WHO WORK IN ACADEME

Buy Now and Save Big
Rose Bicycle Winter Hours:

rar.

• Low-cost network serving Maine and other
areas in the Northeast.
• Run by Ph.D.'s.
• Information is sent in a plain envelope;
privacy assured.
3
Academic Companies • P.O. Box 193 *Clinton, NY 1332

VOTE TOMORROW
Brent L
Stavros J.

D
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R
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M
r Vice-Prv,ident

r President
•Vice-President Student Government,2 sem.
-Forced the Administration to stop campus towing
-Organized the UMaine Anti-Budget Cut Rally
-Brought back Thursday Night at the Den
-Created Campus Lighting, Off-Campus !lousing,
Senate Maine Day and Greek Life committees
*Chair,Student Affairs Comm.,2 sem.
-Informed students of legal rights
-Created Book Buy-Back
•Off-Campus Student Senator, 2 sem.
*Executive Budgetary Comm.,3sena.
• Academic Affairs Advisory Board, 2 sem.

,

*East Campus Student Senator, 2 sem.
Dunn Hall Senator, 2 sem.
-Foughtformore parka*for Westand Southcampuses
Pushed for inorelighting for campus safety
,..Publicly opposed the Faculty Senate interference with
studentIssues such as Maine Day,Greek Life and CIA
Recruitnient
Comm.,3sem.
•t>iiair,Legislative Li
et with tkie Governor;Finance vommissioner,
Education Commissioner, and state legislators to
stop budget cuts
*Executive Budgetary Conunittee, 2 sem.
• Fair Election Practices Commission
*Program and Budget Review Task Force,3sem.

PROVEN LEADERSHIP
You Can Make a Difference - Please Vote Tomorrow

n

In your dining commons or,if you're off-campus,in the Unio

